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The Liouville integrability of a system of N repelling particles in Rn, for a large
class of potentials, is obtained by showing that the asymptotic velocities are smooth
first integrals, independent, and in involution. A new proof for the existence of the
asymptotic velocities is also presented.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Newton’s equations for a system of N1 charged particles with masses
mi>0 and charges ei , i=1, ..., N, read
mi x i=: :
j{i
(eiej&;mimj)
x i&xj
|x i&xj |
3 , x i{x j , (1.1)
where xi (t) # R3 is the position vector of the i th particle at time t and : and
; are positive constants.
The purpose of this work is to show that, if the charges are all of the
same sign and such that
ei ej&;mi mj>0, i, j=1, ..., N, (1.2)
as, for instance, is the case of an isolated system of N electrons, then the
system is analitically integrable in the sense of Liouville. In fact we prove
that there exist 3N analytic functions Fh : X_R3N  R, h=1, ..., 3N,
X=[(x1 , ..., xN) # R3N | xi{xj , i{j] the configuration space, such that
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(i) dFh are linearly independent at each point of X_R3N
(ii) [Fh , H]=0, h=1, ..., 3N,
(iii) [Fh , Fk]=0, h, k=1 } } } , 3N,
where [ , ] denotes the standard Poisson bracket and H: X_R3N  R is
the Hamiltonian function corresponding to Eqs. (1.1):
H=
1
2
:
i
yi } y i
mi
+: :
j>i
(eiej&;mi mj )
|xi&xj |
. (1.3)
Here . denote the inner product in R3 and | | the norm.
This result is a particular case of the following general theorem that we
prove below. Given an integer K1 and a number b0 we set
RKb =[r=(r1 , ..., rK) | rk>b] and if r # R
K we denote by rh, k # RK&2 the
vector obtained by r by deleting rh and rk .
Theorem 1.1. Let V: RN(N&1)20  R be a function of class C
$, $=l+1
(l1), $=, $=|.
Assume that V is positive and satisfies
h1- lim
rh  0
V(r)= uniformly for rj>0, j{h,
h=1, ...,
N(N&1)
2
,
h2&
V
rh
(r)<0, h=1, ...,
N(N&1)
2
,
h3- lim
rkrh  
rh  
(Vrk)(r)
(Vrh)(r)
=0, h, k=1, ...,
N(N&1)
2
, h{k,
uniformly for rh, k # R (N(N&1)2)&2b , b>0.
h4there exists a number ;>0 such that each one of the functions
(%, r) # (0, )_RN(N&1)20 [ %
&1; V
rh
(%&1;r1 , ..., %&1;rN(N&1)2) # R,
h=1, ...,
N(N&1)
2
can be extended to [0, )_RN(N&1)20 as a C
$ ($=l, $=, $=|) function
of (%, r).
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Then the Hamiltonian system defined by the Hamiltonian H: X_RnN  R
H=
1
2
:
i
(yi , yi)
mi
+V( \12 , \13 , ..., \ (N&1), N ), (1.4)
\ij=|xi&x j | where xi , yi # Rn and X=[(x1 , ..., xN ) | \ij>0], is C $
integrable in the sense of Liouville.
The Hamiltonian system defined by (1.4) is equivalent to the N second
order equations
mi x i=&grad
i
V(\12 , ..., \(N&1), N), (1.5)
which coincide with Eq. (1.1) for n=3, and
V(\12 , ..., \(N&1), N)=: :
j>i
eiej&;mimj
\ij
. (1.6)
This is a special case of a potential (energy)
V=\:h
Ch
r:h +
#
, :>0, #>0, Ch>0 (1.7)
which satisfies h1&h3 and h4 for ;=#:. The expression (1.7) includes both
short range potential :#>1 decaying faster than 1r and long range potential
:#<1 decaying slower than 1r. It is easy to check that many other kinds
of short range potentials satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. For
instance the very short range potential
V=:
h
Ch
1
rh
e&c hr h, Ch , ch>0 (1.8)
is included.
The essential assumption in Theorem 1.1 is h2 which implies that the
interaction between any two particles mi , mj , i{j, of the system, is repelling.
In fact, as was proved by Vaserstein [V] and Galperin [G1], this fact,
together with the assumption that V is bounded below, implies the existence
of the asymptotic velocities (AV )
lim
t  \
xi (t)=v\i . (1.9)
The nN components of m1v\1 , ...mNv
\
N are clearly constants of the motion
and therefore it is natural to enquire if they can be identified with the nN
first integrals Fh independent and in involution required for Liouville
integrability.
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The idea of using asymptotic velocities as first integrals is not new and
was recently advanced by Gutkin [GU]. He considered a special class of
unidimensional systems and observed that if the potential satisfies a certain
cone condition which includes non periodic Toda-lattice and Calogero
Marchioro potential [CM] then asymptotic velocities exist and the system
should be integrable. The main point is then the smoothness of the
asymptotic velocities with respect to the initial conditions. In fact there
exist counterexamples where in spite of the fact that the (cone) potential is
C or even analytic, asymptotic velocities are discontinuous [GZ1].
For the case of non periodic Toda-lattice and CalogeroMarchioro
potential, the analytic smoothness of the asymptotic velocities follows from
the earlier work of Moser [MO] that showed these systems are integrable
by the method of isospectral deformation. Motivated by the work of
Gutkin several papers adressed the questions of the smoothness of AV in
the context of cone potential.
Oliva and Castilla [OC] Moauro, Negrini, Oliva [MNO] used a
geometric method based an a compactification of the phase space, Gorni
and Zampieri [GZ1][GZ2][GZ3] used a more analytic approach and
also discussed the question of the existence of a scattering operator; see
also [H] for related work. For a system of interacting particles the potential
cannot satisfy the cone condition of Gutkin unless the particles are
constrained to a line and their order cannot change. Therefore the smooth-
ness of AV in the context of the present work requires some new elements.
One main point is Theorem 3.1 where we prove that under the assumption
h3 the asymptotic velocities are all distinct and therefore no cluster of
particles can form. Another relevant point is the role of the assumption h4
which, as appears from the proof of Theorem 1.1, is really essential for the
smoothness of AV. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
present a proof of the existence of AV, in Section 3 we show that the AV
are all different under a certain condition which includes h3 . Finally in
Section 4 we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by using a compactifica-
tion procedure that allows for the application of classical results from the
theory of invariant manifolds.
2. EXISTENCE OF THE ASYMPTOTIC VELOCITIES
In this paragraph we quote a result on the existence of the asymptotic
velocities in a setting which is largely sufficient for the proof of Theorem
1.1. The existence of the asymptotic velocities under a very general axiom
of repulsivity has been already proved in the work of Vaserstein [V] and
Galperin [G1]. Nevertheless in the Appendix we include a proof for making
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the paper self contained and also because our proof is different from the
one in [V] and [G1] and is perhaps more in the spirit of Mechanics.
Theorem 2.1. Let xi ( } ) # C 2(R, Rn); fij ( } ) # C0(R, Rn), i, j=1, ..., N,
fii ( } )=0 and let mi , i=1, ..., N be positive numbers. Assume that xi (t){
xj (t), for i{j and t # R.
Assume also
(i) mix i=:
j
fij
(ii) fij=&fji
(iii) fij } (xi&x j )=|f ij & xi&xj |.
Assume moreover that all the first derivatives x* i are bounded in R.
Then there exist vectors v\i # R
n such that
lim
t  \
x* i (t)=v\i (2.1)
3. PARTICLES CANNOT CLUSTER
In this paragraph we give a sufficient condition ensuring that no two par-
ticles have the same asymptotic velocities. We set \ij (t)=|xi(t)&xj (t)|.
Theorem 3.1. Let the functions xi( } ); fij ( } ), i, j=1, ..., N be as in Theorem
2.1 and assume moreover that
(iv) |fij (t)| \ij (t)>0, i{j,
(v) {
lim
t  
inf |fij (t)|>0, whenever i{j are such that
lim
t  
sup \ij (t)<
lim
t  &
inf |fij (t)|>0, whenever i{j are such that
lim
t  &
sup \ij (t)<
(vi) lim
t  
|fij (t)|
|fhk(t)|
=0 whenever i{j and h{k are
such that lim
t  
\ij (t)
\hk(t)
=.
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Then the asymptotic velocities v\i , i=1, ..., N satisfy
v\i {v
\
j , i{j. (3.1)
Proof. We only prove (3.1) with the + sign and drop the superscript. The
other case is proved in the same way. Let I0/[1, ..., N] be a maximal set such
that vi=vj, i, j # I0 and let m0=i # I0 mi . Define
x0( } )=
1
m0
:
i # I0
mixi ( } ), (3.2)
zi ( } )=xi ( } )&x0( } ). (3.3)
x0(t) is the center of mass of the masses mi , i # I0 and zi ( } ) describes the
motion of mi in a frame attached to x0(t).
We set
ri=|zi |, i # I0 ,
(3.4)
ui=
zi
|zi |
, i # I0 , ri{0.
Then, for any t such that ri>0,
z i=r iui+
1
ri
(r2i u* i )
.
.
From this and the identity
(r2i u* i)
.
} ui=&r2i |u* i |
2,
it follows
z i } ui=r i&ri |u* i | 2,
which implies
r iz i } ui (3.5)
for any t such that ri>0.
Let r(t) be defined by
r(t)=max
i # I0
ri (t). (3.6)
Assumption (iv) implies that, unless I0 is a singleton,
r(t)>0, t # R. (3.7)
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From (i), (ii) and (3.2), (3.3) it follows
x 0=
1
m0
:
i # I0
:
j  I0
fij ,
z i=
1
mi \ :j # I0 fij+ :j  I0 fij+&x 0
=
1
mi \ :j # I0 fij+ :j  I0 fij+&
1
m0
:
h # I0
:
j  I0
fhj , (3.8)
and therefore
z i } ui.+ (3.9)
where we have set
.=
1
mi
:
j # I0
fij } ui , (3.10)
=
1
mi
:
j  I0
fij } ui&
1
m0
:
i # I0
:
j  I0
fij } ui . (3.11)
By definition of I0 , h, k # I0 implies vh=vk and therefore that given =>0 there
is t= such that
\hk(t)<=t, t>t= , h, k # I0 . (3.12)
On the other hand, if : # I0 and ;{I0 we have v:{v; which implies the exist-
ence of constants c>0, t such that
\:;(t)>ct, t>t . (3.13)
It follows that
lim
t  
\:;(t)
\hk(t)
= \h, k, : # I0 , ;  I0. (3.14)
From this and assumption (vi) it follows that
lim
t  

mh |fhk |
=0 \h, k # I0 . (3.15)
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Now choose i such that ri (t)=r(t).
Eq. (3.13) and assumptions (i) and (iv) imply
.=
1
mi
:
j # I0
| fij | uij } ui>0. (3.16)
Moreover the definition of x0 implies h # I0 mhzh } ui=0 and therefore since
mizi } ui=mir>0 it follows the existence of j # I0 such that mjzj } ui<0. This
implies
uij } ui>
1
- 2
and therefore from (3.16) we get
.>
1
- 2mi
|fij |. (3.17)
Equations (3.15), (3.17) imply that, for t sufficiently large and provided that
ri (t)=r(t),
.<2 ||,
and therefore, using also (3.5)
r i (t)z i } ui=.+>
.
2
>0, (3.18)
for t larger than some number {.
The definition (3.6) of r(t) and the continuity of the ri ’s imply that for some
|s| smaller than some so>0,
ri(t)<r(t) O ri (t+s)<r(t+s), (3.19)
and therefore that
r(t+s)= max
r i (t)=r(t)
ri (t+s), |s|<s0 (3.20)
or equivalently
r(t+s)=r(t)+ max
r i (t)=r(t)
r* i (t+s^(s))s (3.21)
where, here and in the following, s^(s) is a suitable point in the interval (0, s).
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From (3.21) it follows
{
lim
s  0+
r(t+s)&r(t)
s
= max
r i (t)=r(t)
r* i (t)
lim
s  0&
r(t+s)&r(t)
s
= min
r i (t)=r(t)
r* i (t),
(3.22)
that is, r(t) has at each t # R left and right derivatives that we denote by
{
r* +(t)= max
r i (t)=r(t)
r* i (t),
(3.23)
r* &(t)= max
r i (t)=r(t)
r* i (t).
From (3.23) it follows
r* +(t+s)= max
r i (t+s)=r(t+s)
r* i (t+s). (3.24)
On the other hand, assuming s0>0 has been chosen sufficiently small, we
have for 0s<s0
r(t+s)=r(t)+r* +(t) s+ 12 max
i # J +(t)
r i (t+s^(s))s2 (3.25)
where J\(t)=[i # Io | ri (t)=r(t), r* i (t)=r* \(t)].
It follows that a necessary condition in order that ri (t+s)=r(t+s) is
that
i # J +(t)=: [ j # J+(t) | r j (t)= max
h # J+(t)
r h(t)]. (3.26)
Therefore from (3.24) we have that for 0s<s0
min
i # J +(t)
r* i (t+s)r* +(t+s) max
i # J +(t)
r* i (t+s) (3.27)
which implies
min
i # J +(t)
r i (t+s~ (s))
r* +(t+s)&r* +(t)
s
 max
i # J +(t)
r i (t+ s^(s)) (3.28)
and therefore that
r +(t)=: lim
s  0+
r* +(t+s)&r* +(t)
s
= max
i # J +(t)
r i (t). (3.29)
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A similar argument shows that for &s0<s0
min
i # J &(t)
r* +i (t+s)r*
+(t+s) max
i # J &(t)
r* i (t+s) (3.30)
where J &(t)=[i # J&(t) | r i (t)=maxj # J &(t) r j (t)]. From equation (3.30) it
follows
lim
s  0&
r* +(t+s)=r* &(t), (3.31)
and moreover that
r &(t)=: lim
s  0&
r* +(t+s)&r* &(t)
s
= max
i # J &(t)
r i (t). (3.32)
Lemma 3.2. There is { # R such that for any given t>{, there is a $>0
such that t&$<:t;<t+$ implies
r* +(;)&r* +(:)&C((;&:))(;&:),
where C(s), C(0)=0, is a continuous function which is independent of t for t
in compact sets.
Proof. From the above discussion and in particular from (3.29), (3.32)
we have
{r*
+(t+s)=r* +(t)+r +(t) s+o(s), 0s<s0
r* +(t+s)=r* &(t)+r &(t) s+o(s), &s0<s<0
(3.33)
where s0>0 is a sufficiently small number and o(s) satisfies a bound of the
form
|o(s)|C(s)s (3.34)
where C(s), C(0)=0, is a continuous function independent of t for t in com-
pact sets. This follows from the fact that the ri$s are C2 functions and there-
fore r i (t+s)&r i (t) has a bound independent of i and independent of s, t for
s small and t in compact sets.
From (3.23) it follows
r* +(t)&r* &(t)0. (3.35)
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If this inequality holds with the sign of strict inequality, then equation (3.33)
implies that if $>0 is sufficiently small we have
r* +(;)&r* +(:)0 (3.36)
for :, ; as in the statement of the lemma.
Therefore we can assume that r* +(;)&r* +(:)=0. This implies that
J&(t)=J+(t) and therefore we see from (3.29), (3.32) that r &(t)=r +(t)
that is r* + is differentiable at t and equation (3.33) imply
r* +(;)&r* +(:)r +(t)(;&:)+o(;&t)+o(t&:). (3.37)
For each t # R, r +(t) coincides with one of the r i (t) with i such that
ri (t)=r(t). Therefore if t is sufficiently large we see from (3.18) that
r +(t)0. This, (3.35) and (3.34) imply
r* +(;)&r* +(:)&C((;&:))(;&:) (3.38)
that concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.3. r* + is nondecreasing.
Proof. We shall prove that given any two numbers {<a<b then
r* +(b)r* +(a).
Given N>0, we can associate to each t # [a, b] an interval (t&$, t+$)
with $<1N and the properties described in Lemma 3.2. So we have an
open covering of [a, b] and therefore we can extract a finite covering.
Let Ii=(ti&$i , ti+$i), i=1, ..., M, be this finite covering. Let i1 be such
that
ti 1+$i1=max[ti+$i | a # Ii]. (3.39)
Let tik+1+$ik+1=max[ti+$i | ti k+$ik # Iik+1].
Then we have
ti k+1>tik (3.40)
because otherwise we have a contradiction with the definition of tik . It
follows that we can construct a finite sequence
ati 1<ti 2< } } } <tiMb
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such that Iik & Ii k+1{<. This implies that we can choose points :ktik
;k , with :k , ;k # Ii k and :k+1=;k , :1=a, :M=b. Therefore we have, using
also Lemma 3.2:
r* +(b)&r* +(a)= :
M
k=1
r* +(;k)&r* +(:k)
& :
M
k=1
C((;k&:k))(;k&:k)
>&C \ 1N+ :
M
k=1
(;:&:k)
=&C \ 1N+ (b&a) (3.41)
which implies
r* +(b)&r* +(a)0
because (3.41) holds for any N>0. K
From Lemma 3.3 and a classical theorem on real functions (see for
instance [HS] theorem (18.14)), we have
r* +(t)r* +({)+|
t
{
r +(s) ds>r* +({)+ 12 |
t
{
.(s) ds. (3.42)
If r* +({)0, this estimate and (3.17) imply
lim
t  
r* +(t)>0 (3.43)
in contradiction with the definition of I0 . If instead r* +({)<0, then from
(3.17) and assumption (v) it follows that .(s)>C>0, s>{ provided that
r(s)r({). Therefore (3.42) implies
r* +(t)>r* +({)+C(t&{), t>{, r(t)r({), (3.44)
and so the existence of t >{ such that r* +(t )0. Thus we are back to the
previous case and we have again (3.43) contradicting the definition of I0 .
Remark 3.4. For later reference we note that (3.1) implies
lim
t  \
\* ij (t)= lim
t  \
uij (t) } (x* i (t)&x* j (t))=|v\i &v
\
j |>0. (3.45)
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
If xi ( } ), i=1, ..., N is the solution to Eq. (1.5) satisfying xi (t0)=a i ,
x* i(t0)=b i and f ij (t), i{j are defined by
fij (t)=&

rh(i, j)
V( |x1(t)&x2(t)|, ..., |xN&1(t)&xN(t)| )
_
xi (t)&xj (t)
|xi (t)&xj (t)|
(4.1)
then, from h2 and V>0 it follows that Theorem 2.1 can be applied yielding
the existence of the asymptotic velocities. Therefore there is a map (a, b) 
v\((a, b)) (here we use the notation a=(a1 , ..., aN) # R
nN and similarly for
b and v+) from X_RnN into RnN.
It is easy to check that h1 , h2 , h3 imply that xi , f ij also satisfy the assump-
tions of Theorem 3.1 which shows that the image of v\( } ) is in fact con-
tained in the subset X/RnN defined in the Introduction (see also Remark
3.4.).
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 the maps (a, b) 
v\(a, b) are C$, ($=l1, $=, $=|). Moreover these maps are onto the
subset X/RnN defined in the introduction.
Proof. We rewrite Eqs. (1.5) in the form
{
t* =1
(4.2)
x* i=vi
v* i=&
1
mi
:
j{i
V
rh(i, j)
( |x1&x0 |, ..., |xN&1&xN | )
x i&xj
|xi&xj |
that generates a dynamical system on the enlarged phase space
R_X_RnN.
The map defined by
%=t&;,
{zi=t&1x i (4.3)vi=vi ,
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is a diffeomorphism of R+_X_RnN that transforms (4.3) into the equiv-
alent equations
{
%4 =&;%(1;)+1
(4.4)
z* i=&%1;(zi&vi)
v* i=&
1
mi
:
j{i
V
rh(i, j)
(%&1; |z1&z2 |, ..., %&1; |zN&1&zN| )
zi&zj
|zi&zj |
.
If t=t({), t({)   as {  , is a rescaling of time then clearly
v+((a, b))= lim
t  
v(t, a, b, )= lim
{  
v(t({), a, b).
Therefore we can replace system (4.4) by
{
%$=&;%,
z$i=&zi+vi ,
v$i=&
1
mi
:
j{i
%&1;
V
rh(i, j )
(%&1; |z1&z2|, ..., %&1; |zN&1&zN| )
z i&zj
|zi&zj |
.
(4.5)
where primes denote derivates with respect to the new time {=ln t.
The advantage of this system with respect to (4.2) is that orbits of (4.4) are
bounded in the future. In fact the existence of the limit velocities implies
{
lim
t  
t&;=0,
lim
{  
zi ({)= lim
t  
x i (t)
ti
=v+i , (4.6)
lim
t  
v i (t)=v+i .
The motivation for introducing the transformation (4.3) is as follows:
Eq. (4.3)2 is suggested by (4.6)2 and requires working in the enlarged phase
space. To explain the role of transformation t=%&1; we observe that the
existence of the asymptotic velocities implies that for t large
V
rh
( |x1(t)&x2(t)|, ...)$
V
rh
(t |v+1 &v
+
2 |, ...).
Therefore the behaviour of the potential at t= determines the behaviour
at 0 of the function
W \1t+=t
V
rh
(t |v+1 &v
+
2 |, ...)
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which in the case of long range potentials (decaying at  like r&:, :<1) has
a singularity at 0. This singularity can be eliminated by setting t=(%) if 
diverges to  sufficiently fast as %  0. But, then, the right hand side of
(4.5)1 must be replaced by % which has, in fact, a vanishing derivative at
%=0. When this is the case, same pathological situations can arise and
the conclusions of Theorem 4.1 may not hold. This is the motivation for
assumption h4 .
The set K of critical points of (4.5) is defined by
K=[(%, z, v) | %=0, zi=vi], (4.7)
This follows from (4.5) and from h2 and V=0 which imply that the right
hand side of (4.5)3 vanishes at %=0.
The linearization of (4.5) at (0, c, c) # K reads
% $=&;% ,
{ z^$i=&z^i+v^i , (4.8)v^$i=% 8i (c),
where variations are denoted by ^ and
8i (c)=&lim
%  0
1
mi%
:
j{i
%&1;
V
rh(i, j )
(%&1; |c1&c2 |, ...)
ci&cj
|ci&cj |
. (4.9)
Remark 4.2. 8i (c) is well defined because (0, c, c) # K implies ci {cj
i{j. On the other hand we have previously observed that the assumptions
h1&h3 yield, via Theorem 3.1, that v+i {v
+
j , i{j, that together with (4.6)
imply that all asymptotic behaviours of system (4.2) correspond to points
(0, v+, v+) # K.
Eigenvalues * and corresponding generalized eigenspace W * for the linear
vector field (4.8) are as follows
*=0, w0=[(% , z^, v^) | % =0, v^=z^], dim W0=nN
*=&1, {
W&1=W &1=[(% , z^, v^) | % =0, v^=0]
if ;{1, dim W&1=nN
W&1=W &1[(% , z^, v^) | z^=0, v^=&% 8 i (c)]
if ;=1, dim W &1=nN+1.
If ;{1
*=&;, W &;=[(% , z^, v^) | z^=% (;+1)&1 8(c),
v^=&% 8(c)], dim W&;=1.
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Therefore in any case we have that R2nN+1 can be decomposed as
W0 W s where Ws corresponds to negative eigenvalues, Ws=W &1W &;
if ;{1 and Ws=W &1 if ;=1 and dim Ws=nN+1. Moreover from the
characterization of W0 and the definition (4.7) of K it follows that K coin-
cides with the center manifold of any (0, c, c) # K. The general theory of
invariant manifolds then yields for any fixed c # X, the existence of an open
ball Bc /K centered at (0, c , c ) and of a continuous fibration ?: Uc Bc ,
?=(?%, ?z, ?v), Uc /R_X_RnN open, such that for any (0, c, c) # Bc ,
?&1c =?
&1((0, c, c)) is the local strongly stable manifold corresponding to
(0, c, c). ?&1c is a C
$ manifold tangent to Ws. The fibration ? is actually a
C$ fibration. This, as shown in Lemma 4.1 below, is a simple consequence
of the fact that the set K is smooth, an open subset of a subspace.
Remark 4.3. ?&1c contains the linear variety (0, c, c)+W
&1 as follows
by observing that this variety is invariant under the flow of (4.5).
Lemma 4.4. Consider the equation
x* =f (x) (4.10)
where f : 0  Rn, 0 an open neighborhood of 0 # Rn, is a C$ function and
f (0)=0. Assume
(i) Re*(L)0, L=: ( fx)(0).
(ii) there is a C$ imbedding x^: A  Rn, A an open connected
neighborhood of 0 # Rk, 1<k<n, x^(0)=0, such that E=[x | x # 0,
_a # A : x=x^(a)] is the set of critical points of (4.10).
(iii) The eigenvalue *=0 of L has multiplicity k.
Then there is an open ball B/E centered at 0 # E and a C$ fibration
6: U  B, U/0 an open neighborhood of x=0 such that, for each x # B,
6&1x is the local stable manifold of x.
Proof. For any fixed a # x^&1(0) the change of variable x=y+x^(a)
transforms (4.10) into the equivalent equation
y* =g( y, a)=: f ( y+x^(a)),
and g is a C $ function of ( y, a) in a neighborhood of (0, 0). Moreover
g(0, 0)=0, (ga)(0, 0)=L and (ga)(0, 0)=L(x^a)(0)=0.
Let Z, dim Z=n&k (V, dim V=k) the eigenspace of L corresponding to
eigenvalues with negative real part (with zero real part). Then stable
manifold theory implies the existence of a C $ function v: D_B  V, D an
open ball centered at 0 # Z, B/A an open ball centered at 0 # Rk, such
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that for each a # B the set [ y=z+v(z, a)] is the local stable manifold of
y=0. Moreover v(0, 0)=(vz)(0, 0)=(va)(0, 0)=0.
Going back to the x variable the set [ y=z+v(z, a)] becomes
[x=x^(a)+z+v(z, a)], the local stable manifold of x^(a).
The equation
F(x, z, a)=: x^(a)+z+v(z, a)&x=0, (4.11)
defines a C$ change of variables x  (z, a) in a neighborhood of x=0. This
follows from the implicit function theorem. In fact F is C$ and F(0, 0, 0)=0,
(Fz)(0, 0, 0)=IZ the identity on Z, and (Fa)(0, 0, 0)=(x^a)(0) is a
diffeomorphism.
Therefore we can solve (4.11) for a C$ function (z*(x), a*(x)), (z*(0),
a*(0))=(0, 0). This yields the fibration 6 in the form
6(x)=x^(a*(x))
that shows 6 is C$ because a* and x^ are both C $. K
Now fix a , b # X_RnN, set c =v+(a , b ) and let x (t, a, b), v (t, a, b) be the
solution of Eq. (4.2) for (a, b) in a neighborhood of (a , b ). If t is sufficiently
large the image of (t, x , v ) under the diffeomorphism (4.3) is in the domain
of ?.
Therefore it results
v+((a, b))=?v((%(t))&1;,
x (t, a, b)
t
, v (t, a, b))
that implies v+( } ) is C $. The statement about the ontoness follows from the
observation that any (0, c, c) # K has a nontrivial stable manifold. K
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 let M: RnN  RnN be the operator
defined by Mb=col(m1b1 , ..., mNbN) and set
F1(x, y)
F(x, y)=_ b &=Mv+((x, M&1y)).FnN (x, y)
Let (AF )(a, p) be either [Fh , Fk] for some h, k or the rank of dF at (a, p).
Then, since the Fh are first integrals, we have
(AF )(a, p)=(AF )(a(t), p(t)), \t (4.12)
where a(t), M&1p(t) is the solution of (4.2) through a, M &1p.
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On the other hand, for t sufficiently large, it results
F t(x, y)=: F(a(t)+x, p(t)+y)
=Mv+((a(t)+x, M&1(p(t))+y))
=M?v \(%(t))&1;, a(t)+xt , M&1(p(t)+y)+ ,
which, taking also into account (4.6) and Remark 4.3, yields
lim
t  
F t(x, y)=M?v(0, v+(a, M&1p), v+(a, M&1p)+M&1y)
=Mv+(a, M&1p)+y, (4.13)
the convergence being in the C1 sense. From this and Eq. (4.12) which
implies
(AF )(a, p)=(AF t)(0, 0)=(A lim
t  
F t)(0, 0)
it follows
(AF)(a, p)=0 if AF=[Fh , Fk],
(4.14)
(AF)(a, p)=nN if AF is the rank of aF.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Remark 4.5 (Asymptotic shape). Given two configurations x=(x1 } } } xN),
x^=(x^1 , ..., x^N) # X of the system we say that x and x^ have the same shape
or that are equivalent (and write xtx^) if there exists *>0 such that
xi&xj=*(x^ i&x^j), i{j
the set Xt is called the set of the configuration shapes. From the onto-
ness of the map (a, b)  v+(a, b) it follows that given any _ # Xt there
exists (a, b) such that
lim
t  
x(t, a, b)
t
=v+((a, b)) # _.
that is: all asymptotic shapes are possible.
Remark 4.6. As we have observed in the introduction it is easy to
check that short range potentials of general type satisfy the condition of
regularity at  expressed by assumption h4 . On the other hand this condi-
tion is satisfied also by some kind of long range potentials as the one
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defined by (1.7) for #:<1. But when dealing with very long range poten-
tials as for instance
V=:
h
Ch
ln(1+vh)
, Ch>0 (4.15)
h4 is not satisfied and to regularize at infinity instead of the function
=%&1; a function which exponential growth like =e1%, must be used.
Then the right hand side of Eq. (4.5) becomes % which has zero linear
part at %=0.
Therefore the linearized equations becames (4.8) with ;=0 and the
eigenspace W0 gains one dimension corresponding to the eigenvector
% =1, z

^ =v

^ =0. Ws instead loses one dimension and becomes equal to
W &1. In this situation the local center manifold does not coincide anymore
with the set of critical points K but extends in the direction of the % axis.
In this situation, given a critical point (0, c, c) # K to decide if c can be the
AV corresponding to some initial condition, one has to analize the flow on
the center manifold that is nontrivial as in the previous case.
We discuss these questions and the problem of the existence of scattering
operators in a forthcoming paper [FO].
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is sufficient to show that the component x* i (t)
of x* i(t) on any fixed direction u has a limit for t  \. On the other hand
the projections xi , x* i and fij of x i , x* i and f ij on u satisfy the assumption of
the theorem for n=1. Therefore we only need to consider this particular case.
Remark A.1. From assumption (iii) and the hypothesis xi (t){xj (t),
for i{j, it follows that
xi (t)=xj (t) O fij (t)=0.
Given + # (0, m) and x=(x1 , ..., xN) # RN define
!+(x)=sup {a } :x ia mi+= . (A.2)
Notice that, by definition, !+(x) coincides with the abscissa xj of the left
most mj such that the sum on the right of mj is less than +:
:
xixj
mi+> :
x i>x j
mi  !+(x)=xj . (A.3)
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Consider a motion xi ( } ) # C2(R, R), x( } )=(x1( } ), ..., xN( } )), that satisfies
(i)(iii) with some forces fij # C0(R, R) and let S+(t) be the system com-
posed of the masses on the right of !+(t)=!+(x(t)) and of a mass of value
(+&x i(t)>! +(t) mi) located at !+(t). The first step of the proof is to show
that the linear momentum of S+(t) is nondecreasing. This is to be expected
because, due to the repelling character of the fij , the action of the forces
exerted on S+(t) by particles on the left of !+(t) increases the linear
momentum of S+(t). On the other hand, being the total mass of S+ fixed
to the value +, mass can leave S+(t) only if at the same time an equal
amount of mass enters S+(t) from the left and the velocity of the entering
mass cannot be less than the velocity of the leaving mass. Therefore also
the flux of mass through !+(t) results in increasing the linear momentum of
S+(t). Making all this rigorous requires some work.
Lemma A.2. The function t  !(t)=: !+(x(t)) has right and left
derivatives !4 \(t) for each t # R. Moreover
(i) !4 \(t) # [x* i (t) | xi (t)=!(t)];
(ii) for each t # R there exist numbers ! \(t);
! +(t) # [x i (t) | xi (t)=!(t), x* i (t)=!4 +(t)]
(A.4)
! &(t) # [x i (t) | xi (t)=!(t), x4 i (t)=!4 &(t)]
and a number so>0 such that
!4 +(t+s)=!4 +(t)+! +(t) s+o(s), 0s<s0 ,
(A.5)
!4 +(t+s)=!4 &(t)+! &(t) s+o(s), &s0<s<0
where |o(s)|C(s), C(0)=0, a continuous function which is independent of
t for t in compact sets.
(iii) !4 +(t)=!4 &(t) O ! +(t)=! &(t).
Proof. Given t # R there is s0>0 such that 0<s<s0 and the fact that
the xj (t) are C 2 imply that
{
xj (t+s)>xi (t+s), xj (t){xi (t) O xj (t)>xi (t),
xj (t+s)>xi (t+s), xj (t)=xi (t), x* j (t){x* i (t), O x* j (t)>x* i (t)
xj (t+s)>xi (t+s), xj (t)=xi (t), x* j(t)=x* i (t),
x j (t){x i (t) O x j (t)>x i (t).
(A.6)
From this and the definition of !+(x) it follows that for each t there is
h+ # [1, ..., N] and so>0 such that for each 0s<so .
!(t+s) # [xi (t+s) | x (k)i (t)=x
(k)
h+ (t), k=0, 1, 2]. (A.7)
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This implies that for each t # R, !( } ) has a right derivative !4 +(t) and
!4 +(t)=x* h+(t). From (A.7) it follows then that, for 0s<so ,
!4 +(t+s) # [x* i (t+s) | x (k)i (t)=x
(k)
h+ (t), k=0, 1, 2] (2.5)
Therefore !4 +( } ) has a right derivative ! +(t)=x h +(t) at t # R and the first
equality in (A.5) follows. For &so<s<0 in Eqs. (A.6) one must change
x* j (t)>x* i (t) to x* j (t)<x* i (t) in the second line and therefore Eqs. (A.7),
(A.8) still hold true for &so<s<0, provided h+ is replaced by some
h& # [1, ..., N] which can also coincide with h+. From Eq. (A.7) with h&
instead of h+ it follows that !( } ) has a left derivative !4 &(t)=x* h &(t) at t # R
and also that
lim
s  0&
!4 +(t+s)=!4 &(t); (2.9)
moreover, the second equation (A.5) holds with ! &(t)=x h&(t). To prove
(iii) we note that, for 0<|s| suficiently small, xj (t)=xi (t), x* j (t)=x* i (t),
x j (t)>x i (t) O x j (t+s)>xi (t) and therefore that
xh +(t)=xh &(t), x* h +(t)=x* h&(t),
implies
!(t+s) # [xi (t+s) | x (k)i (t)=x
(k)
h+ (t), k=0, 1, 2]
both for 0s<so and &s0<s<0. K
Remark A.3. The numerical range of the function +  !4 +(t)=
(ddt+) !+(x(t)) coincides with [x* 1(t), ..., x* N(t)]. In fact we have seen that
!4 +(t)=x* h+(t) and on the other hand the definition of !+ implies that as
+ describes the interval (0, m) x* h+(t) coincides one after the other with all
the x* i (t).
Let pk, ti be the Taylor polinomial of degree 0k2 of the function xi ( } )
at t and let
I\=I \(t)=[i | p2, ti (s)>p
2, t
h\ (s), \s>0] (A.10)
Let q: R  R be defined by
q(t)=q+(t)=\+& :i # I +(t) mi+ !4
+(t)+ :
i # I+(t)
mix* i (t) (A.11)
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Define also
q(t&)=\+& :i # I&(t) mi+ !4
&(t)+ :
i # I&(t)
mix* i (t), (A.12)
q* \(t)=\+& :i # I\(t) mi+ !
\(t)+ :
i # I\(t)
mix i (t) (A.13)
Remark A.4. The function +  q+(t) is piecewise linear and the slope of
the function in each interval is given by the value of !4 +(t) in that interval.
This and Remark A.2 imply that the knowledge of the function +  q+(t)
entails that of the set [x* 1(t), ..., x* N(t)].
Lemma A.5. The function q: R  R defined by (A.11) has the following
properties
lim
s  o&
q(t+s)=q(t&) (A.14)
and
q(t)&q(t&)0. (A.15)
There exists so>0 such that
{q(t+s)=q(t)+q*
+(t) s,
q(t+s)=q(t&)+q* &(t)s,
0s<so ,
&so<s<0.
(A.16)
The function q is differentiable at t whenever !4 +(t)=!4 &(t).
Proof. From (A.7) it follows that for 0s<so , so>0 sufficiently small,
h+(t+s) is in the set
J+=[i | p2, ti ( } )=p
2, t
h+ ( } )]
and therefore that the difference between the sets I +(t+s) and I +(t) is
contained in J+. It follows
q(t+s)=\+& :i # I+(t) mi+ !4
+(t+s)+ :
i # I+(t)
mi x* i (t+s)+o(s), 0s<so .
(A.17)
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Similarly, for &so<s<0, the difference between I +(t+s) and I&(t) is in
the set J&=[i | P2, ti ( } )=P
2, t
h& ( } )] and therefore we have
q(t+s)=\+& :i # I&(t) mi+ !4
+(t+s)+ :
i # I&(t)
mix* i (t+s)+o(s),
&so<s<0. (A.18)
Eq. (A.13) with the + sign follows from (A.17) and Lemma A.2. Taking
the limit for s  0& in (A.18) yields Eq. (A.14). Eq. (A.13) with the & sign
follows from (A.14), (A.18) and Lemma A.2. By Lemma A.2, the condition
!4 +(t)=!4 &(t) implies ! (t)=! &(t) and therefore I +(t)=I&(t). It follows
q(t)=q(t&) and q* +(t)=q* &(t). That is q is differentiable at t. It remains to
show that (A.15) holds. First of all we note that we can replace in (A.11),
(A.12) I \(t) with the sets
I \(t)=[i | p1, ti (s)>p
1, t
h\ (s), \s>0]; (A.19)
in fact i # I \(t)"I \(t) O x* i (t)=x* h \(t)=!4 \(t). In the remaining part of the
proof we drop the hat and use the notation I\(t) for the set defined
by (A.20). We consider separately the cases: !4 +(t)&!4 &(t)0, !4 +(t)&
!4 &(t)<0.
Case !4 +(t)&!4 &(t)0. Eqs. (A.11), (A.12) imply
q(t)&q(t&)=\+& :I + & I & mi+ (!4
+(t)&!4 &(t))& :
I+"I &
mi (!4 +(t)&x* i (t))
+ :
I&"I +
mi (!4 &(t)&x* i (t)). (A.20)
The first term on the right of Eq (A.20) is clearly nonnegative. The other
two terms are also nonnegative; in fact, in the case under consideration,
i # I+"I & O xi (t)=!(t), x* i (t)!4 +(t)
i # I &"I + O xi (t)=!(t), x* i (t)!4 +(t).
Therefore Eq. (A.20) yields
q(t)&q(t&)\+& :I+ _ I& mi+ (!4
+(t)&!4 &(t))
and therefore q(t)&q(t&)0. In fact we have
:
I+ _ I&
mi+,
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because !4 +(t)<!4 &(t) implies
xi (t)=!(t) O i # I+ & I &. K
Lemma A.6. The function q is nondecreasing.
We first show that if is differentiable at t then
q* (t)=q* +(t)=q* &(t)0.
Let I!(t)=[i | x (k)i (t)=x
(k)
h+ (t), k=0, 1, 2] then the definitions of ! and h
+
imply
m!=: :
i # I!
mi+& :
i # I +
mi (A.21)
where here and in the following we do not indicate the dependence on t.
We have
m! ! = :
i # I!
mi x i= :
j # I +
i # I!
fij+ :
j  I+
i # I !
fij :
j # I +
i # I!
fij (A.22)
:
j # I+
mjx j= :
i # I+
j # I+
fij+ :
i # I !
j # I+
fij+ :
i  I+ _ I!
j # I+
fij :
i # I !
j # I+
fij (A.23)
where we have used assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), and Remark A.1. From Eqs.
(A.22), (A.23), and (A.13) it follows
q* (t)=q* +(t)_1&(+&i # I + mi )m! & :
i # I!
j # I+
fij0. (A.24)
In fact we have
:
i # I!
i # I+
fij0
by respulsivity ((iii)) and
_1&(+&i # I +mi )m! &0
by (A.21). From this point, on the basis of Eqs. (A.15) and (A.16), the
same arguments as in Lemma to 3.2 and 3.3 conclude the proof. K
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From Lemma A.6 and the fact that q+(t) is bounded because the x* i (t)
are, it follows that there exists w: (0, m)  R such that
lim
t  
q+(t)=w+ .
Remark A.4 then implies that the set [x* 1(t), ..., x* N(t)] has a limit
[c1 , ..., cn] as t  . This and the continuity of the x* i s imply that in fact
each one of the x* i (t) converges to one of the ci as t  . The existence of
the limit for t  & is provided in the same way. K
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